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Abstract: With the integration of large-scale renewable energy and the implementation of demand
response, the complexity and volatility of distribution network operations are increasing. This has
led to the inconsistency between the actual net power consumption of power users and their optimal
dispatching orders. As a result, the distribution networks cannot operate according to their opti-
mization strategy. The study proposed a penalty electricity price mechanism and the optimal control
method based on this electricity price mechanism for distribution networks. First, we established
the structure of the distribution network optimal control system. Second, aiming at the actual net
power consumption (including power generation and consumption) of power users tracking their
dispatching orders, we established a penalty electricity price mechanism. Third, we designed an
optimal control strategy and process of distribution networks based on the penalty electricity price.
Finally, we verified the proposed method by taking the IEEE-33 node system as an example. The
verification results showed that the penalty electricity price could effectively limit the net power
consumption fluctuations of power users to achieve optimal control of distribution networks.

Keywords: penalty electricity price; optimal dispatching order; optimal control; supply and demand
balance; distribution networks

1. Introduction

The only way to solve the energy crisis and global warming problems is to develop
a sustainable energy strategy, in which renewable energy is the primary source [1]. An
increasing proportion of the renewable energy generation in distribution networks is un-
certain, and the reserve capacity of power grids is obviously insufficient. This insufficiency
has resulted in a serious phenomenon of abandoning wind power (WP) and photovoltaic
(PV) power, which has seriously limited the consumption of renewable energy [2]. The
energy internet, which uses the power grid as the core, can ensure the horizontal comple-
mentarity of power, natural gas, and thermal energy as well as the vertical coordinated
operation of the source-network-load-storage. Thus, it is an effective way to accommodate
a high proportion of renewable energy sources [3–8]. The large number of fluctuating and
flexible renewable energy generations has introduced opportunities and challenges to the
modern power grid. On the one hand, the fluctuating renewable energy generations and
loads make the real-time dispatching of power grids particularly difficult, and cause extra
degradation in the distribution grid’s cable network [9–11]; on the other hand, the flexible
energy conversion devices and loads, such as energy storage equipment, electricity-to-gas
equipment, cogeneration units, and demand-side response, have improved the flexibility
of power grid real-time dispatching [12,13]. To take full advantage of the energy internet
and ensure the power supply and demand balance of distribution networks with a high
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penetration of renewable energy, it is essential to study the optimal control of distribution
networks under the backdrop of energy internet [14].

In recent years, optimal control of power grids in the energy internet has become a
hot topic, and many achievements have emerged. To minimize the total cost of the power
supply chain, a hierarchical optimal control strategy for energy internet was proposed
in [14]. Dong et al. [15] established a coordinated scheduling model with an optimization
objective that maximizes the profit of the power system which efficiently balanced economy
and flexibility in optimizing WP and PV consumption. Sun et al. [16] built a multi-stage
energy scheduling model for microgrids (MGs) based on a multi-agent system (MAS).
In the upper layer, the mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) method was used to
optimize the internal operation problem of each agent. In the lower layer, the particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm was applied to realize the coordination optimization
of MGs. Shi et al. [17] presented a hierarchical model predictive power dispatch and
control strategy for modern power systems with price-elastic controllable loads in energy
internet. Lan et al. [18] developed a support vector machine-based energy management
approach in renewable MGs. Zafar et al. [19] proposed a second-order cone programming
and semidefinite programming models in order to solve the multiperiod optimal control
problem of unbalanced three-phase distribution grids with battery energy storage systems.
Aiming to minimize the grid operation cost and maximize the renewable energy utilization
rate, these achievements realized the optimal dispatching of the power grid in the energy
internet. Most renewable energy generations and flexible loads could not be controlled
directly by the control center of distribution networks, which resulted in the failure of
optimal control strategies. Zhang et al. [20] proposed a model predictive control-based
integrated optimal dispatch method for a micro-energy grid. Muqeet et al. [21] discussed
an energy management system strategy for campus prosumer microgrid to reduce its
operational cost and increase its self-consumption from green distributed generators.
Alfaverh et al. [22] designed a residential load management mechanism based on the
incorporation of energy resources. Dinh et al. [23] developed a home energy management
systems (HEMS) with renewable energy and energy storage to control and schedule
every electrical device. Although these studies achieved the direct load control and cost
minimization for end users, they could not meet the optimal dispatching of the power
grid. Control centers, power generation companies and power consumers are economic
entities with different interests, and each economic entity has its own control strategy to
maximize its interests. Thus, it is impossible for power consumers to control their electrical
equipment according to the optimal dispatching strategy of power grids. As a result, it
has not been possible to implement the optimal dispatching strategy of power grids. The
power market is the best way to coordinate the economic entities in the power system [24].
Thus, in the context of the power market, research to control power users to generate
or consume electricity according to the optimal dispatching strategy of power grids has
become indispensable.

Although different countries adopt different power market models, the electricity price
is the most effective means to guide the power generation and consumption behaviors of
various economic entities in the power market [25]. Electricity price policy mainly includes
marginal pricing [26], time-of-use pricing (TOU) [27–29], and real-time pricing (RTP) [30–
33]. TOU and RTP can realize peak cutting and valley filling and have been applied widely
in power grids to encourage users’ active participation in demand response (DR). Zhang
et al. [27] proposed a dynamic TOU pricing strategy for electric vehicle charging considering
the degree of user satisfaction and realized the effective dispatching of electric vehicle
charging load based on price signals. This study applied only to electric vehicle charging
loads. Zhou et al. [28] presented an optimization model of TOU pricing for the user-side
microgrid from the perspective of power supply chain management. Results showed that it
minimized the total cost of the power supply chain and optimized the charging–discharging
behaviors of end users. Hung et al. [29] discussed a general stochastic modeling framework
for consumers’ power demand based on which customers could select their TOU contract
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to minimize their mean electricity price. Yao et al. [30] proposed a fuzzy controller for
the HEMS to optimally manage the integrated power of the smart home. Tao et al. [31]
focused on the smart grid with the integration of distributed energy and storage devices
and formulated a related RTP as a noncooperative game. Zhang et al. [32] proposed a novel
real-time distributed market framework at the distribution grid level based on which each
region maximized its individual social welfare.

These researches have shown that TOU and RTP can encourage customers’ partici-
pation in demand-side management (DSM) in response to dynamic electricity price and
effectively reduced peak load, balanced supply and demand, and enhance the welfare
of users and providers. TOU and RTP, however, are formulated according to the aggre-
gate consumption level of the power grid, and all users must adopt the global electricity
price irrespective of users’ individualized energy consumption patterns. Because these
electricity prices cannot be set according to users’ contribution to the grid, they fail to
suitably incentivize users to participate in DSM. Rasheed et al. [34] proposed a dynamic
pricing mechanism on the basis of users’ consumption level rather than aggregate basis.
The individualized price profiles for each user were constructed based on a day-ahead
price information and load demand and consumption variation of associated users. This
pricing mechanism incentivized users to participate in DSM to a certain extent. Because
the electricity price increased with the increase in the electricity consumption of users, it
was unfair to heavy-load users. Furthermore, the utility company encouraged customers
to increase their electricity power consumption during valley periods.

An optimal dispatching strategy of the whole power grid has been formulated in
many previous studies. If the optimal dispatching strategy is divided into the optimal
dispatching orders of each user, and if each user consumes or generates power according to
its optimal dispatching order, the whole power grid can operate according to the optimal
dispatching strategy to minimize peak–valley differences and power loss and maximize
consumption of renewable energy. Each user is an independent economic entity, which
cannot be directly controlled by the control center of a utility company. Thus, it has become
indispensable to identify a novel electricity pricing mechanism that can control each power
user’s power consumption and generation patterns to meet its optimal dispatching order.
Thus, we have proposed a penalty electricity price mechanism and optimal control method
for distribution networks.

The contribution of this work is summarized as follows.

• We proposed a penalty electricity price mechanism calculated on the basis of the
deviation between the actual net power consumption of each user and its optimal
dispatching order. The purpose of the penalty electricity price is to guide each user
to control its power consumption and generation behaviors in accordance with the
optimal dispatching order.

• We developed an optimal control strategy of distribution networks based on the
penalty electricity price according to the optimal object, and the implementation
process of the control strategy was designed.

• We verified the proposed optimal control based on the penalty electricity price for dis-
tribution networks by taking the IEEE-33 node system as an example. The simulation
results verified the effectiveness of the proposed penalty electricity price.

• We compared the proposed penalty electricity price mechanism with a credit electricity
price by simulating in the IEEE33 node system to prove the advantages of the proposed
penalty electricity price.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the problems
of traditional real-time pricing. Section 3 provides the structure of the distribution network
optimal control system. Section 4 proposes the penalty electricity price-based optimal
control mechanism for distribution networks. Section 5 discusses the simulations and
results. Section 6 presents the conclusion and future work.
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2. Problem of Traditional Real-Time Pricing

The current real-time pricing is a kind of day-ahead electricity price that changes
with time. It is formulated by the utility company according to the aggregate load forecast
of power grids for the next day and is announced to users on a day-ahead basis. The
purpose of this type of pricing is to realize peak cutting and valley filling. In the day-
ahead economic energy management stage, the reduction of the daily operation cost of
power grids is comprehensively considered by the utility company. At this stage, however,
the users’ loads are random. There is no guarantee that users will manage their loads
according to the predicted load profiles. The users, for example, might not shift their loads
from high-price time periods to low-price time periods. As a result, the aggregate power
consumption profile cannot be smoothed. Furthermore, loads exceed the threshold or form
new peaks. Consider, for example, a simple distribution network with four power users.
The day-ahead real-time pricing is shown in Figure 1, and the forecasted load profiles
of the power grid and users for the next day are shown in Figure 2, where Ptotal is the
total power and Pu1, Pu2, Pu3 and Pu4 are the power of user 1, user 2, user 3 and user 4,
respectively. If the actual power consumption profiles of the power grid and users occur as
shown in Figure 3, the real-time pricing cannot play its due role. As shown in Figure 3a,
if the power in the peak period increased and exceeded the threshold, it would seriously
affect the system stability. As shown in Figure 3b, a new peak in the power consumption
profile would also disturb system stability. To overcome these problems, the traditional
real-time pricing mechanism must be improved.
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3. Energy Optimal Control System

The structure of the distribution network optimal control system is shown in Figure 4.
The system is composed of power users and a control center that is affiliated with a utility
company. They can interact with each other through the control center energy management
system (EMS) in the main station and the user EMS in the user terminal. Power users
include microgrids, distributed generation units, and power end users, and a microgrid, a
generating unit or a power end user can be considered as a power end user. They each can
generate electricity and transmit power to the power grid, or they can consume power from
the power grid. For simplicity, we defined the generated power and consumed power for
power users as negative power consumption and positive power consumption, respectively,
and called the sum of negative power consumption and positive power consumption “net
power consumption”. If the net power consumption for a power user was positive, it meant
that the power user consumed electric power; otherwise, it meant that the power user
generated electric power. We defined all the electrical equipment of power generation and
consumption of a power user as “net load.” Power users participated in the optimal control
of energy in the distribution network by changing their net power consumption behavior.
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Each power user forecasted its net loads and uploaded it to the control center. Ac-
cording to the net load forecast reported by each power user, the control center formulated
the day-ahead real-time pricing, which was broadcasted in the power grid. The power
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user designed its net power consumption plan to maximize its benefits according to the
day-ahead real-time pricing and then uploaded it to the control center. According to the
power consumption plans of all users, the control center formulated the aggregate optimal
dispatching order for the distribution network to balance the supply and demand and
maximize its benefits, and divided the aggregate optimal dispatching order into optimal
dispatching orders for each power user, and then transmitted them to the power users.
The power user changed its power consumption behaviors to meet its optimal dispatching
order and reported their actual net power consumption to the control center. The control
center formulated a penalty electricity price and bills for each user and transmitted them
to power users.

4. Penalty Electricity Price-Based Optimal Control
4.1. Penalty Electricity Price Mechanism

To limit each power user to its optimal dispatching order, when its net power con-
sumption deviated from its optimal dispatching order, the power user would be penalized,
and a penalty electricity price was applied to the deviations. The penalty electricity price
was formulated by considering the net power consumption deviations and the day-ahead
real-time pricing; the larger the deviations and the higher the day-ahead real-time pricing,
the higher the penalty electricity price. Therefore, the penalty electricity price is defined
as follows:

ρpen(t) =
{

kpenρrt(t)Ppen(t)%, ρpen(t) ≤ ρ
pen
max

ρ
pen
max , ρpen(t) > ρ

pen
max

, (1)

where ρpen(t) is the penalty electricity price sequence of the power user; kpen is the penalty
electricity price coefficient; ρrt(t) is the day-ahead real-time pricing sequence; ρ

pen
max is the

maximum penalty electricity price; and Ppen(t)% is the penalty power percentage sequence,
which can be calculated according to the following equation:

Ppen(t)% =

{
0 , Ppen(t) ≤ kthrPord(t)

Ppen(t)
|Pord(t)| , Ppen(t) > kthrPord(t) , (2)

where kthr is the penalty power threshold coefficient; the coefficient can ensure that the
power user will not be penalized when the deviation is small, because the small deviation
belongs to the normal fluctuation of net power consumption; Pord(t) is the optimal dispatch-
ing order sequence; and Ppen(t) is the penalty power sequence, which can be calculated
using the following equation:

Ppen(t) =
∣∣∣Pact(t)− Pord(t)

∣∣∣, (3)

where Pact(t) is the actual net power consumption sequence.
In a certain time period T, the cost of penalty power consumption for power user

Cpen,T is calculated as follows:

Cpen,T =
N−1

∑
n=0

ρpen(n∆t)Ppen(n∆t)∆t, (4)

where ∆t is the time interval of electricity price, and N is the number of time intervals
divided by time period T, N = T/∆t.

According to the penalty electricity price and day-ahead real-time pricing, the total
power consumption cost of a power user in one day Ctot,D is calculated as follows:

Ctot,D =
N−1

∑
n=0

(ρrt(n∆t)Pact(n∆t) + ρpen(n∆t)Ppen(n∆t))∆t. (5)
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Under the effect of penalty electricity price, the power users actively controlled their
net power consumption behaviors for their own benefit. Their actual net power consump-
tion could track their optimal dispatching order, thus ensuring the optimal operation of the
distribution network.

4.2. Optimal Control for Control Center

The optimal dispatching orders of all power users in the distribution network consti-
tuted the aggregate optimal dispatching order of the distribution network. When the actual
net power consumption of the distribution network was consistent with the aggregate
optimal dispatching order, the efficiency of the distribution network was at the highest
level. Therefore, the optimal objective of net power consumption for the control center is
as follows:

min∆Pσ = min(
24

∑
t=0

∣∣∣Pact
σ (t)− Pord

σ (t)
∣∣∣), (6)

where ∆Pσ is the cumulative deviation between the actual net power consumption sequence
Pact

σ (t) and the aggregate optimal dispatching order sequence Pord
σ (t) for the distribution

networks during the day. Pact
σ (t) and Pord

σ (t) are calculated as follows:

Pact
σ (t) =

M

∑
i=1

Pact
i (t), (7)

Pord
σ (t) =

M

∑
i=1

Pord
i (t), (8)

where Pact
i (t) is the actual net power consumption sequence of the power user i; Pord

i (t) is
the optimal dispatching order sequence of the power user i; and M is the number of power
users in the distribution network.

The control center broadcasted the penalty electricity price mechanism in the distri-
bution network, and sent each power user its optimal dispatching order. With the help of
the penalty electricity price mechanism, the control center controlled each power user to
consume power according to its optimal dispatching order, so that the whole distribution
network can operate according to the optimal dispatching strategy.

4.3. Optimal Control for Power User

Under the penalty electricity price mechanism, the power users controlled their loads
to make their actual net power consumptions consistent with their optimal dispatching
orders to reduce their electricity cost. Therefore, the power user control system was
designed as shown in Figure 5. The net power consumption optimization objective of the
controller is as follows:

min∆Pi = min(
24

∑
t=0

∣∣∣Pact
i (t)− Pord

i (t)
∣∣∣), (9)

where ∆Pi is the cumulative deviation between the actual net power consumption sequence
Pact

i (t) and the optimal dispatching order sequence Pord
i (t) of the power user i. The control

strategy ui(t) can be determined as follows:

ui(t) = f (Pord
i (t), Pdem

i (t), ρrt(t), ρ
pen
i (t)), (10)

where Pdem
i (t) is the net power consumption demand sequence of the power user i; ρ

pen
i (t)

is the penalty electricity price of the power user i; and f ( · ) is a function of the actual net
power consumption strategy of the power user i.
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4.4. Optimal Control Algorithm Based on Penalty Electricity Price

The optimal control algorithm process of distribution networks based on penalty
electricity price can be described as follows:

• Step 1: Power users made their day-ahead net power load forecast and reported them
to the control center.

• Step 2: The control center formulated the day-ahead real-time pricing based on the
net power load forecasts of all power users and communicated it to power users in
the distribution network.

• Step 3: Power users developed their net power consumption plans over a day and
reported them to the control center.

• Step 4: The control center formulated the optimal dispatching order for each power
user according to user’s net power consumption plans and provided it to each
power user.

• Step 5: The power user controlled its actual power consumption to meet its optimal
dispatching order by changing its power consumption patterns and reported its actual
power consumption to the control center.

• Step 6: The control center formulated penalty electricity price for each user according
to the actual power consumption deviations and transmitted the bills to users.

5. Simulation and Discussion
5.1. Simulation Model of Distribution Networks

This paper used the IEEE33 bus distribution system to verify the optimal control
algorithm. The structure of this distribution system is shown in Figure 6, and the node
data are given in Baran et al. [35]. Seven, six, and four wind turbines were installed at node
3, 14, and 23, respectively, and the rated capacity of each wind turbine was 100 kW. Two,
three, and four PV units are installed at nodes 10, 20, and 29, respectively, and the rated
capacity of a single PV unit was also 100 kW.
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We regarded the microgrid, generating unit or power end user at each node in the
distribution system as a power user, and the day-ahead net power load forecast was sent
to the control center. The control center formulated the day-ahead real-time pricing based
on the aggregate day-ahead net power load forecast of all power users and the generation
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forecast for the distribution network, as shown in Figure 7. Power users developed their
net power consumption plans over a day and reported them to the control center. The
control center formulated the generation plan, power consumption plan, and aggregate
optimal dispatching order of the distribution network, as shown in Figure 8. The control
center simultaneously developed the optimal dispatching order for each power user. The
power consumption dispatching orders and the distributed generation dispatching orders
are shown in Figure 9. In these figures, N represented the node, WP represented the wind
power, and PV represented the photovoltaic. These dispatching orders were transmitted to
the power users.
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5.2. Simulation of Penalty Electricity Price

In the actual operation, each node had a random load fluctuation, which was less than
3% of the dispatching order, kthr = 3%. We adopted the day-ahead real-time pricing policy
for the power consumption of power users. We assumed that the large load fluctuations of
power users at nodes 4, 7, 13, 16, 19, 21, 24, and 31 from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. exceeded their
penalty power threshold; the load fluctuation ratios are shown in Figure 10. These large
load fluctuations resulted in the actual aggregate power consumption of the distribution
system exceeding its optimal dispatching order, as shown in Figure 11.
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The control center adopted the penalty electricity price mechanism for the electric
power beyond this threshold. If kpen = 10, the penalty electricity price of each node could
be formulated, as shown in Figure 12. It could be seen from the figure that the larger the
load fluctuation ratio, the higher the penalty electricity price.
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5.3. Simulation of Optimal Control

In the above case, if these users did not take any control measures on their electrical
equipment, they would need to pay extra penalty electricity charges on the basis of the
original day-ahead real-time pricing charges. The penalty electricity charges paid by
these users are shown in Figure 13. To avoid paying extra electricity charges, these users
controlled their power equipment to make their power consumption consistent with
their dispatching order. PID controller was used and the transfer function of controlled
object was set to G(s) = 200/(s(0.5s + 1)) in the power user control system; the aggregate
power consumption profiles of these power users after control are shown in Figure 14,
where CP was the controlled power consumption and UCP was the uncontrolled power
consumption and DO was the power dispatching order. It could be seen from the figure
that the controlled power consumption of these power users could accurately track their
power consumption dispatching order. After control, the extra penalty electricity charges
are shown as in Figure 13; these power users would need to pay very little for penalty
electricity charges. The aggregate power consumption profile of the distribution system
after control is shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 shows that the aggregate power consumption
profile of the distribution system after control was basically consistent with its aggregate
power consumption order profile. This alignment with consumption ensured that the
whole distribution network operated in accordance with the optimal dispatching strategy.
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5.4. Comparison Between Penalty Electricity Price and Credit Electricity Price

To further verify the advantages of the penalty price, we compared the penalty electric-
ity price with the real-time electricity price based on power credit (credit electricity price) in
Sun et al. [36]. It remained true that the power consumption at nodes 4, 7, 13, 16, 19, 21, 24,
and 31 exceeded their dispatching order, as discussed in Section 5.2. The proportions of the
actual consumed powers of node 7 and node 31 that exceeded their dispatching orders are
shown in Figure 15. We used the penalty price method and credit price method to formulate
the floating real-time electricity price respectively. The penalty electricity price and credit
electricity price corresponding to node 7 and node 31 are shown in Figure 16. Figure 15
showed that the proportion of the actual consumed power exceeding the dispatching order
of node 31 was larger than that of node 7, thus the floating real-time electricity price of
node 31 should be higher than node 7. Whereas, the credit electricity price of node 7 was
higher than node 31 as shown in Figure 16, which was impractical. The penalty electricity
price proposed in this paper truly reflected the proportion of users’ actual consumed power
that exceeded the dispatching order, which was consistent with the actual situation.
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The random fluctuation of the user loads in other periods was a common phenomenon.
The fluctuation did not affect the penalty electricity prices, and the penalty electricity
prices under the random fluctuation are shown in Figure 17. The credit electricity prices,
however, were significantly affected by the random fluctuation, and the degree of effect
was also different for different fluctuations. Figure 18 shows the credit prices affected by
the two kinds of random fluctuations. These figures show that when there were random
fluctuations of user loads, the credit electricity price changed greatly and was unstable,
and it was difficult to apply, whereas the proposed penalty electricity price was robust and
easy to apply.

The simulation results showed that the power users who generated and consumed
electricity power that deviated from their dispatching orders were penalized. To reduce
electricity expenses, the power users adjust their power consumption behaviors to meet
their optimal dispatching order. Thus, the distribution network could operate according to
its optimal dispatching strategy to support the grid balancing of supply and demand to
reduce the cost of the entire electric power supply chain.
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Power users can freely choose between the penalty electricity price mechanism and
the traditional real-time price mechanism. To encourage the power users to adopt the
penalty price mechanism, the real-time price in the penalty electricity price mechanism
can be set to be lower than the traditional real-time price, the electricity expenses of the
power users using the penalty electricity price mechanism will be lower than that using the
traditional real-time price mechanism when they consume power according to their optimal
dispatching orders. Thus, power users are willing to accept the penalty electricity price
mechanism. Meanwhile, the penalty electricity price mechanism will help the balance of
supply and demand and reduce the power supply cost of the power grid in different market
modes. The penalty pricing mechanism can be applied to all countries that implement the
real-time pricing policy.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a penalty electricity price to encourage power users to
participate in the optimal control of distribution networks. The penalty electricity price
limited net power consumption of the power user on the basis of its optimal dispatching
order. Under the penalty electricity price policy, the optimal dispatching of distribution
networks was achieved with the help of an optimal dispatching order to power users.
Simulation results demonstrated that the penalty electricity price was effective and the
proposed penalty electricity price had the advantages of robustness and easier application
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compared with the credit electricity price. The penalty pricing mechanism could be applied
to all countries that implement the real-time pricing policy. During the implementation of
the penalty electricity price, some power users increased their net power consumption in
the coming time period, whereas other power users decreased their net power consumption
in this period. To improve power system flexibility and apply this novel electricity price
mechanism, in the future, we will study peer-to-peer trading electricity pricing and an
optimal control system based on multi-agent technology for distribution networks.
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